HANDLE FOR PLUMBING FITTING
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P. 19 from a 1994 Kohler catalog showing a variety of handles and skirts, admitted prior art.
P. 16 of a 1994 Kohler catalog showing a variety of lever handles and skirts, admitted prior art.
Undated p. 15 of a Harden catalog of unknown publication date showing several lever handles and skirts, admitted prior art.
A page from a 1989 Bathroom Jewelry catalog showing various skirts for handles and accessories.
P. 14 from a Harden catalog of unknown publication date showing several lever handles with skirts.

Primary Examiner—Stella Reid
Assistant Examiner—E. Watterson
Attorney, Agent, or Firm—Quarles & Brady

The ornamental design for a handle for plumbing fitting, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a perspective view taken from the top, front and right side of a handle for plumbing fitting embodying my new design;
FIG. 2 is a rear elevational view thereof, the front being the mirror image of the rear;
FIG. 3 is a right side elevational view, the left side elevational view being identical to the right side view shown;
FIG. 4 is a top plan view thereof; and,
FIG. 5 is a bottom plan view thereof.
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